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Abstract:
Emissivity as a function of wavelength, direction, and temperature correlates to a material's

Fo

efficiency in radiating thermal energy. It is desirable to achieve a high emissivity with a value

rR

close to 1 to maximize heat radiation from a hot surface of a hypersonic vehicle's leading edge

ev

during atmospheric re-entry. Knowledge of emissivity is essential for designing and developing
radiation-cooled thermal protective systems for hypersonic applications. With the goal of

iew

providing the hypersonic materials community with this necessary knowledge, this article offers a
basic understanding of thermal radiation, methods for measuring emissivity at high temperatures,

On

and a comprehensive overview of the emissivity of ultra-high temperature ceramics.

ly

1 Introduction

Hypersonic vehicles fly at speeds of Mach 5 or more. Flying at such speeds can cause intense
heating of an aircraft leading edge. For example, during re-entry from high altitude into the lower
atmosphere, the nose-tip of a sharp leading edge faces the airflow directly. This phenomenon
causes a bow shock layer to be formed around the stagnation point of the leading edge. Extreme
heat is generated due to this impinging bow shock layer and the exothermic chemical
recombination of atmospheric gases (1). This sudden thermal gradient can lead to severe structural
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damage. To prevent such structural damage, an efficient thermal shielding and rapid heat transfer
mechanism must be ensured.
Thermal shielding of the leading edge surfaces are critical in the development of hypersonic reentry vehicles and can be achieved by utilizing a thermal protection system (TPS) (1),(2). A TPS
facilitates rapid energy transfer from the heat-affected surface of a leading edge using convective,
conductive, and radiative cooling mechanisms. A TPS can be one of three types: active, semipassive, or passive (1). While an active or semi-passive TPS involves a complex conductive

Fo

cooling system using a working fluid to facilitate heat transfer, a passive TPS utilizes a simpler

rR

design based on the principle of a heat sink or a conductor, or an insulator. A passive TPS,
therefore, accommodates impinging thermal load and eliminates local hot spots by conducting the

ev

heat away from the surface as well as reradiating the residual energy back to the environment (2).

iew
ly

On
Figure 1: Heat flow at a sharp leading edge protected by a passive thermal protection system.
Energy is transferred into the body via conduction and/or transferred back to the environment by
radiation. Adapted from (3).
Figure 1 presents the nose-tip of the leading edge subjected to high heat flux, showing how this
heat can be transferred back into the environment via conduction and radiation (1). Hence, the
steady-state energy balance of a leading edge surface protected by a passive TPS is given by
𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + 𝑞̇ 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 = 𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝑞̇ 𝑟𝑎𝑑

(1)
2
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where 𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 is the convection heat flux caused by the bow shock, 𝑞̇ 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 is the heat flux due to
chemical recombination of atmospheric gases, 𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 is the conduction heat flux, and 𝑞̇ 𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the
radiation heat flux.
When developing a TPS material, both thermal conductivity and emissivity must be considered.
Thermal conductivity (kth) determines a solid medium's ability to conduct energy across the
thermal gradient, while emissivity (ϵ) measures how efficiently an opaque surface can radiate heat
compared to a blackbody under similar thermal conditions (4).

Fo

Emissivity (ϵ) is an important design variable in material development for a passive TPS. A high

rR

emissivity with a value close to 1 is desirable in candidate materials to ensure maximum radiation

(Tw) can be estimated by:
𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 +𝑞̇ 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚
𝜖𝜎

) + 𝑇∞4

iew

4

𝑇𝑊 = √(

ev

from a hot surface. A simplified relationship between emissivity (ϵ) and surface wall temperature

(2)

On

Where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T∞ is the temperature of the surroundings. Equation
2 is derived from the energy balance of a radiation equilibrium with an assumption of negligible

ly

inward heat conduction (𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 0) according to Squire et al. (5).
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Figure 2: Wall temperature of a leading edge surface versus radiated heat flux. A surface with

D. Glass (2).

ev

rR

higher emissivity is heated less than a surface with lower emissivity at any given heat flux. After

The plot in Figure 2 emphasizes the importance of emissivity as a surface property by showing

iew

that surfaces with higher emissivity can achieve lower temperatures in comparison with surfaces
with lower emissivity.

On

A particular category of material known as ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTC) is being

ly

investigated as potential thermal protection material because of their higher melting points,
improved oxidation, and ablation resistance in re-entry conditions (6). However, finding an
appropriate UHTC material with higher emissivity in the infrared (IR) energy band (1 - 14 µm) at
elevated temperatures is of great research interest. Researchers have studied various UHTC
systems and their radiative behavior under high temperature conditions. Attempts have also been
made to improve emissivity of these materials both intrinsically and extrinsically so that the
outward radiant heat flux (𝑞̇ 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ) can be maximized during aerothermodynamic heating. This

4
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article endeavors to summarize the lessons learned from the experiments conducted to measure
and enhance the emissivity of UHTC materials for hypersonic applications.
To familiarize the readers with the necessary definitions, the fundamental theory of thermal
radiation will be briefly discussed in section 2. Section 3 summarizes the emissivity measurement
techniques used to measure the emissivity of UHTC materials at relatively high temperatures
ranging from 500º - 1600ºC. Finally, Section 4 analyzes the results of the emissivity measurement
experiments and evaluates the effectiveness of the emissivity improvement techniques.

Fo

2 Thermal Radiation and Emissivity:

rR

2.1 Concept of thermal radiation:

ev

Thermal radiation is the transfer of energy in the form of electromagnetic waves that originates

iew

from the oscillations or transitions of particles such as electrons, ions, atoms, and molecules of a
material (4). These particles move to higher energy states at the atomic or molecular level when
the material is excited by electromagnetic energy (7). Upon removal of the excitation source, the

On

particles return to their ground states, leading to the emission of energy in the form of photons.

ly

Such emission of energy is referred to as thermal radiation if it occurs between wavelengths
ranging from 0.1 µm to 100 µm of the electromagnetic spectrum, causing changes in the internal
energy and temperature of a material.
When an electromagnetic wave interacts with any material while traversing through a vacuum or
a medium, the wave can be reflected from the surface of the material, can transmit through the
material, and can be absorbed by the material. Therefore, in any thermal equilibrium, the total
incident electromagnetic energy (ET) should be equal to the sum of the energy carried by reflected

5
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waves (Er), transmitted waves (Et), and absorbed waves (Ea). According to the first law of
thermodynamics,
𝐸𝑟 + 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑎 = 𝐸𝑇

(3)

Three fundamental parameters related to these phenomena (i.e., reflection, transmission, and
absorption), such as reflectivity, transmissivity, and absorptivity, are often used to quantify the
thermal radiative performance of any material. These properties are intrinsic characteristics of
optically smooth materials and depend on electronic structure and lattice configuration. However,

Fo

for rough surfaces, NIST adopted the convention to use reflectance (𝜌), absorptance (𝛼), and

rR

transmittance (𝜏) (8). They are defined as the fractions of incident energy using equation (4)-(6)

𝜏=

𝐸𝑡
𝐸𝑇
𝐸𝑎
𝐸𝑇

(4)

(5)

On

𝛼=

𝐸𝑟
𝐸𝑇

iew

𝜌=

ev

for any isotropic rough surface of a material,

(6)

ly

The relationship between reflectance (𝜌), transmittance (𝜏), and absorptance (𝛼) for a semitransparent material can be established from equation (3)-(6),
𝜌+𝜏+𝛼 =1

(7)

For an opaque reflective material, this relationship reduces to,
𝜌+𝛼 =1

(8)

6
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If the opaque material does not reflect energy, it acts as a perfect absorber. For a perfect
absorber, equation (8) reduces to
𝛼=1

(9)

A perfect absorber is a conceptual thermodynamic object known as a blackbody. A blackbody can
absorb all incident electromagnetic energy and simultaneously emit the absorbed energy with the
same absorbing spectrum. The intensity of the emission from a blackbody (Iλ,b) is defined as
spectral intensity and can be expressed by Planck's law (9):

Fo

𝐼𝜆,𝑏 (𝜆, 𝑇) =

2ℎ𝑐02

𝐵

(10)

rR

ℎ𝑐
𝜆5 [(exp (𝜆𝑘 0𝑇))−1]

ev

Where h is Planck's constant, kB is Boltzmann's constant, λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic
wave, c0 is the speed of light in a vacuum, and T is the absolute temperature.

iew

The total emissive or radiative power of a blackbody (Eb) can be calculated by integrating equation
(10) over the entire spectrum,

4 5
2𝑘𝐵
𝜋

15ℎ3 𝑐𝑜2

(11)

ly

Here 𝜎 =

On

∞

𝐸𝑏 = ∫0 𝜋𝐼𝜆,𝑏 (𝜆, 𝑇)𝑑𝜆 = 𝜎𝑇 4

= 5.67 × 10−8 𝑊𝑚−2 𝐾 −4 is known as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Equation

(11) indicates that the total radiative energy of any blackbody is proportional to the fourth power
of temperature (T), showing the importance of radiation at any ultrahigh temperature (1000º 2000ºC).
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Figure 3: Spectral emissive power of a blackbody at different temperatures. The dashed line
represents the linear shift in frequency of the maximum emissive power distribution with

iew

temperature.

As shown in Figure 3, a blackbody has its maximum emissive power distribution for each specific

On

temperature. The maxima of these power distributions can be described using Wein's displacement

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇 = 2898 𝜇𝑚

ly

law,
(12)

Here, λmax is the wavelength where the blackbody emits maximum energy at any temperature T.
According to Planck's law and Wien's displacement law, when a blackbody is at any high
temperature above 1000ºC, maximum thermal emission takes place at any wavelength between 114 µm.

8
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The distribution of thermal radiation is dependent on both wavelength and direction of the
electromagnetic wave. Figure 4 shows the spectral and directional distributions of thermal
radiation from any opaque surface.

ev

rR

Fo
Figure 4: Radiation emitted by a surface. (a) spectral distribution, (b) directional distribution.

iew

Spectral distribution expresses the radiant energy as a function of the wavelength of thermal
radiation. The spectral distribution also depends on the surface's temperature and nature.

On

Contrary to this, the directional distribution describes the energy as a function of the direction
normal to the surface. Adapted from (4).

ly

A blackbody is a conceptual object that helps understand the emissive properties of an ideal
absorber and emitter. However, it does not represent most materials in real-world applications.
Thermodynamic objects representing real-world materials are known as non-blackbody. The total
emissive or radiative power of an opaque non-blackbody (Enb) is given by
𝐸𝑛𝑏 = 𝜖𝜎𝑇 4

(13)

Here ϵ is emissivity, a dimensionless number that measures the efficiency of radiation of any nonblackbody with respect to that of a blackbody. For a blackbody, the emissivity is 1, whereas it is

9
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always less than unity for a non-blackbody. Emissivity is a fundamental optical property of
materials with optically polished surfaces and is determined by combining Fresnel's equation, and
Kirchhoff's law (10)
𝜖𝜆 =

4𝑛2

(14)

(𝑛+1)2 +𝑘 2

Here n is the index of refraction and k is the absorption constant, also identified in the literature as
the damping constant, extinction coefficient, or attenuation index (11). Absorption constant (k) is

Fo

not to be confused with the optical intrinsic property absorptivity (α). For an optically smooth
surface, absorptivity (α) is related to absorption constant (k) by
1

=

4𝜋𝑘
𝜆

(15)

ev

𝑊

rR

𝛼=

Where W is the characteristic penetration depth, the distance into the material at which the intensity

iew

of the incident wave decreases to 37% of its original value.
However, for materials with rough and contaminated opaque surfaces, it is conventional to use the

On

term emittance to account for real surface conditions and properties (8),(12),(13). In this article,

ly

emittance refers to the extrinsic radiative capacity of an opaque surface and emissivity refers to the
intrinsic radiative capacity of any material.
2.2 Types of emittances:
Emittance depends on the temperature of the material, the wavelengths of radiation waves, and the
outgoing directions of radiation waves from the surface of a material (13). Based on the category
of radiation distribution (as shown in Figure 4), there can be four types of emittances. Two types
of emittances depend on spectral distribution or wavelength: spectral emittance and total
emittance. The spectral emittance of a non-blackbody is measured at a specific wavelength λ, while
10
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the total emittance is the average of all spectral emittance values measured all wavelengths of a
thermal radiation spectrum. Depending on directional distribution of radiation, there are other two
types of emittances: directional emittance and hemispherical emittance. Directional emittance
refers to the emittance value measured at a specific direction, whereas the hemispherical emittance
is the average of all directional emittance values measured at all directions θ = 0 - 180o. In practice,
emittances defined by the spectral distribution are coupled to those defined by the directional
distribution, as shown in Figure 5.

iew

ev

rR

Fo
On

Figure 5: Relationship between wavelength-dependent emittances and direction-dependent
emittances.

ly

2.2.1 Spectral directional emittance (𝜖𝜆𝜃 ):

Spectral directional emittance (𝜖𝜆𝜃 ) is the most fundamental radiative property for thermal
emissions from an opaque surface of a non-blackbody. It is a function of both wavelength, and
direction and can be defined as follows,
𝜖𝜆𝜃 (𝑇, 𝜆, 𝜃) =

𝐸𝜆𝜃 (𝑇,𝜆,𝜃)
𝜃 (𝑇,𝜆,𝜃)
𝐸𝑏𝜆

(16)

11
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𝜃
𝐸𝜆𝜃 is the spectral directional emissive power of an opaque non-blackbody and, 𝐸𝑏𝜆
is the spectral

directional emissive power of a blackbody (13).
2.2.2 Spectral hemispherical emittance (𝜖𝜆ℎ ):
The spectral hemispherical emittance of an opaque surface can be calculated by averaging 𝜖𝜆𝜃
measured at all directions (θ = 0 - 180o). 𝜖𝜆ℎ can be defined by
𝜖𝜆ℎ (𝑇, 𝜆) =

𝐸𝜆 (𝑇,𝜆)
𝐸𝑏𝜆 (𝑇,𝜆)

(17)

Fo

𝐸𝜆 is the spectral emissive power of an opaque non-blackbody and, 𝐸𝑏𝜆 is the spectral emissive

rR

power of a blackbody. Spectral emissive power is the rate of emission in all directions above the

2.2.3 Total directional emittance (𝜖 𝜃 ):

iew

ev

surface. The total directional emittance is the spectral average of spectral directional emittances.

The total directional emittance of a non-black body is the spectral average of all emittance values

On

measured at a particular direction. For example, the total normal emittance (ϵ┴) refers to the
average of all spectral emittances measured at the normal direction to the surface θ = 90o.

ly

2.2.4 Total hemispherical emittance (𝜖 ℎ ):

Total hemispherical emittance is the ratio of the total emissive energy of an opaque non-blackbody
to that of a blackbody. Therefore, the total hemispherical emittance can be expressed by
𝜖 ℎ (𝑇) =

𝐸(𝑇)
𝐸𝑏 (𝑇)

(18)

E is the total emitted energy by an opaque surface and, 𝐸𝑏 is the total emitted energy by a black
surface. The total hemispherical emittance 𝜖 ℎ (𝑇) can be calculated by averaging spectral

12
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directional emittance 𝜖𝜆𝜃 (𝑇, 𝜆) over the entire spectrum and directions from θ = 0 - 180o. Therefore,
the relationship between 𝜖 ℎ (𝑇) and 𝜖𝜆ℎ (𝑇, 𝜆) can be given by,
𝜖 ℎ (𝑇) =

∞
1
∫ 𝜖 ℎ (𝑇, 𝜆) 𝐸𝑏𝜆 (𝑇, 𝜆)𝑑𝜆
𝑛2 𝜎𝑇 4 0 𝜆

(19)

Here n is the index of refraction. When spectral emittance is the same for all wavelengths, then the
equation (19) reduces to
𝜖 ℎ (𝑇) = 𝜖𝜆ℎ (𝑇)

(20)

Fo

For simplicity, the total hemispherical emittance 𝜖 ℎ (𝑇) can be expressed as emittance 𝜖.

rR

According to Kirchhoff's Law (14), emittance and absorptance are equal for any blackbody when

(21)

iew

𝜖=𝛼

ev

measured in thermal equilibrium. Therefore,

Thus, for a uniform isotropic non-blackbody, the relationship between emittance, absorptance, and

𝜖 = 𝛼 =1−𝜌

On

reflectance is,
(22)

ly

According to equation (22), if the absorption for any opaque non-blackbody can be sufficiently
improved and the reflection of the incident electromagnetic wave can be minimized, the object
would perform as a perfect emitter.
In ceramics, ionic and electronic polarization are responsible for intrinsic optical properties
(absorptivity, reflectivity, transmissivity) as the ions, and electron cloud can resonate with the
photons of incident infrared (IR) radiation (15). Absorptance and reflectance, on the contrary, are
surface-specific properties and can be optimized by controlling the surface roughness and

13
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microstructure of the material. Emittance is the outcome of such extrinsic modifications of a
material.
Thermal protection materials are required to not only withstand a high temperature up to 2000ºC
but also have maximum radiative efficiency so that a lower surface temperature can be maintained.
Above 1000ºC, maximum thermal radiation occurs for a blackbody in the spectral range of 1-14
µm according to Wein's displacement law. Therefore, it is beneficial to tailor emittance at that IR
spectral region in designing thermal protection materials for hypersonic applications. Such

Fo

tailoring and optimization of emittance can be achieved by controlling the absorptance and

rR

reflectance of the opaque ceramic material.

ev

3 Measurement of Emittance at High Temperature:
Emittance is a surface property that describes the capacity of a material surface to transfer energy

iew

by emitting electromagnetic radiation. As defined in Section 2, there are four types of emittances
based on the wavelengths and the directions of radiation: spectral emittance, total emittance,

On

directional emittance, and hemispherical emittance. Measurement of all four types of emittances

ly

in high temperatures is an essential experiment in determining the radiative performance of
candidate materials for the hypersonic application. Several in situ emittance measurement methods
have been reported in the literature. An overview of these methods will be presented in this section.
Emittance measurement methods that are generally useful in high temperatures above ~500ºC are
highlighted.

14
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Figure 6: Energy (information) flow concept of (a) radiometric method, (b) calorimetric method
As shown in Figure 6, the emittance of a surface can be measured directly or indirectly from the
emitted energy from that surface. In the direct radiometric method, the emitted energy from the

Fo

sample is measured directly using a spectroscope (such as FTIR), whereas, in the indirect

rR

calorimetric method, the emitted energy from the sample is measured indirectly using a calorimeter

iew

3.1 Radiometric method:

ev

(7,13,16–18).

The radiometric method involves sophisticated optical instruments to calculate the spectral and

On

directional radiative properties, including emittance, absorptance, and reflectance. However, the
results are subject to systematic error due to the complexity and uncertainty augmented by multiple

ly

instruments involved in this technique (19). The instrumental setup and signal evaluation technique
of the direct radiometric method is discussed elaborately in a review paper by Honner and
Honnerová (20) as well as in a book chapter by Watanabe et al.(21).

15
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Figure 7: Schematic of radiometric emissometer. Radiated energy from the surface is measured
directly as an electromagnetic signal using a spectrometer (FTIR). Accessory elements such as

Fo

thermometers, vacuum pumps, etc. are not presented in this schematic.

rR

As illustrated in Figure 7, a radiometric emissometer consists of a sample holder, a high-

ev

temperature black body source for calibration, an FTIR spectrometer to collect spectral
information, an integrated pyroelectric detector to collect the radiation, and mirrors to reduce the

iew

energy loss. In this setup, the sample is placed on the sample holder and heated resistively or by
an electromagnetic energy source such as a laser beam. Once heated to the target temperature, the

On

energy source is removed, and the sample is usually left to radiate. During this period, information
is collected by the FTIR to measure the intensity of radiation at each wavelength in terms of

ly

reflectance/absorption. The radiated intensity from the sample is compared with that of the
blackbody at a similar thermal condition. This ratio between two intensities yields the emittance
of the sample as a function of wavelength and direction. The total emittance for a material can be
calculated for different wavelength regions from spectral emittances by changing the upper and
lower limit of the integral in equation 19.
As mentioned, this method comes with some drawbacks. For example, it is difficult to determine
the true radiance temperature of the sample when heated to high temperatures over 1000ºC. Such
challenges in measuring the surface temperature can result in uncertainties as well as errors in
16
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emissivity measurements. Such error can be corrected by measuring the temperature of the sample
using a thermometer such as a thermocouple or an RTD. However, thermocouples and RTDs are
limited to a certain high temperature depending on the sensor type. For instance, some standard
Type B or R or S thermocouples can measure temperatures upto ~1600º - 1700ºC, which is the
maximum limit of any standard contact thermometer (22),(23). Another way to approach the error
is to measure the temperature of the sample holder with either a thermocouple or a pyrometer (if
the emittance of the sample holder is known) and to assume that both the sample and the holder

Fo

are in thermal equilibrium. In that instance, it needs to be ensured that there is no exchange in
energy between the sample and the surroundings. Other limitations may arise depending on the

rR

instrument arrangements and test environments. Nonetheless, all sources of uncertainties and

ev

errors must be addressed in measuring emittance at high temperatures.

iew

The radiometric measurement at high temperatures can be tedious and challenging. Despite the
challenges, researchers are working on establishing a standard procedure. Table 1 presents a list

On

of several high-temperature radiometric emissometer setups.

Table 1. List of experimental setups developed by researchers to measure spectral emittances at

Reference

Sova et al.

Spectral

Temperature

Range

Range

2 - 20 µm

320º - 1720ºC

(24),(25)

ly

high temperatures.

Emissometer Setup with Unique Feature

50-W CO2 Laser as an energy source,
vacuum chamber, 1273 K blackbody

17
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Markham et al.

0.8 - 20 µm

500º - 2000ºC

Hemi-ellipsoidal mirror to measure

(26)
Modest et al. (27)

Page 18 of 60

directional-hemispherical properties
1 - 20 µm

25º - 1270ºC

Improved drop tube design for isothermal
high-temperature gas column

NIST (28)

1 - 20 µm

327º - 1130ºC

Emittance measurement of transparent
material

0.6 - 25 µm

100º - 1500ºC

Water bath and vacuum

Qi et al. (30)

1.6 - 25 µm

27º - 1500ºC

Inverse emittance estimator for semi-

0.8 - 20 µm

Rotatable sample holder and N2 purged

1000º - 1500ºC

µm

Rotating chopper system as a blackbody
source

Directional measurement capacity of 00-

ly

300º - 1127ºC

enclosure

On

1.28 - 28.6

27º - 727ºC

iew

Guo et al. (28)

0.4 - 20 µm

transparent materials

ev

Bonzani et al. (32)

rR

Wang et al. (31)

Fo

Zhang et al. (29)

600

Ren et al. (33)

2 - 25 µm

700º - 1500ºC

Flame torch as an energy source

Li et al. (34)

2.0 - 16 µm

400º - 800ºC

500 W- 915 nm laser, infrared SiC emitter,
useful for semi-transparent material

18
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3.2 Calorimetric method:
In the calorimetric method, the radiated energy of the sample is recorded using a calorimeter to
calculate total radiative properties, such as total hemispherical emittance or absorptance (but not
reflectance) of opaque materials (19). Unlike the radiometric method, the calorimetric method does
not yield wavelength-specific or direction-specific radiative thermo-optical properties.

iew

ev

rR

Fo
ly

On
Figure 8: Simplified schematic of a calorimetric emissometer. In this method, the radiated energy
is measured indirectly in terms of liquid phase transformation using the calorimetric principle.
The total hemispherical emittance is calculated from the net energy-transfer rate of the surfaces
of the sample. Accessories such as thermometers, voltmeters, etc., are not presented in this
schematic. Adapted from (24)
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Figure 8 represents a schematic of an emissometer based on the principle of calorimetric method.
The sample is usually heated by a coil heater and preserved in a thermally isolated system where
heat transfer by any means is restricted except electromagnetic radiation. The energy transmitted
to the sample can be measured in power units if the heater is embedded within the sample. The
heat lost by the sample is measured in terms of the phase change of a liquid (liquid N2 or H2O). In
steady-state thermal conditions, energy input to the sample is equivalent to the radiation output
from the sample and the net radiated energy is related to the temperature of the sample. In transient

Fo

thermal conditions, the net energy transfer to or from the sample is related to the temperature and
rate of temperature change. Depending on the thermal condition, the total hemispheric emittance

rR

can therefore be calculated from the measured radiated energy, the overall geometry of the system,

ev

and the temperature of the sample and its surroundings (35). The total hemispherical emittance

𝜖ℎ =

𝐼∆𝑉
𝐴𝜎(𝑇𝑐4 −𝑇𝑠4 )

(23)

iew

(ϵh) for a resistively heated sample is generally given by

On

Where I is the electric current, ΔV is the voltage drop across the center of the sample, A is the

ly

surface area of the center section, Tc is the temperature of the center, and Ts is the temperature of
the surroundings (35).

Although a calorimetric emissometer is less sophisticated than a radiometric emissometer, a
calorimetric emissometer produces less erroneous results when testing at high temperatures. The
relatively simple nature of the test apparatus and a high accuracy in measuring total hemispherical
radiative properties have made the calorimetric method widely popular (36),(37). The first
calorimetric emissometer for measuring the total hemispherical emittance of ceramics was
proposed by Richmond and Harrison (38) and G. Richard Blair (12). Touloukian et al. (35)
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published a detailed report in Thermophysical Properties Of Matter on thermal radiative properties
for nonmetallic solids. In that report, Touloukian et al. (35) presented a summary of emittance
measurement systems along with a comprehensive database of emittances of a number of nonmetallic and ceramic materials. Emittance data was collected using a calorimetric emissometer
developed by Touloukian et al. (35). A similar instrument is still in operation at Thermophysical
Properties Research Laboratory Inc. (TPRL), West Lafayette, IN, and is known as the multiproperty apparatus (39). ASTM has accepted the calorimetric method as a standard to measure the

Fo

total hemispherical emittance of coating materials up to 1400ºC (40).

rR

Between radiometric method and calorimetric method, the former can be considered more efficient
as it can provide both spectral and total hemispherical emittance values of an opaque sample from

ev

a single experiment. Knowledge of infrared spectral radiative properties is beneficial in the design

iew

of radiation-cooled thermal protection systems since maximum thermal radiation occurs in an
infrared spectrum (~1 – 20 µm) at high temperatures over 1000ºC according to Wein's

On

displacement law. Alternatively, the calorimetric method may be less sophisticated in terms of
instruments, but this method offers a rapid measurement of total hemispherical emittance for

ly

different types of materials, including monolithic ceramics, and ceramic coatings. Therefore, the
calorimetric method can be considered as a high-throughput screening tool when selecting
materials for hypersonic applications. Researchers have adopted both methods in investigating the
high temperature radiative properties of refractory ceramic materials, including UHTCs. However,
the maximum temperature for most of these experiments was limited to ~1800ºC due to the limited
ability of the apparatus components to withstand high temperatures in excess of 1800ºC.
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4. Radiative properties of UHTC
To understand the radiative behavior of UHTC materials in high temperature applications, several
radiometric and calorimetric studies were performed to measure the emittance (emissivity) of
ZrB2, HfB2, and their composites at high temperatures (500º - 1800ºC). Table 2 presents a
summary of the data from these emittance measurement experiments. Researchers also employed
techniques to improve the emittance of these ceramics both intrinsically and extrinsically. This
section provides with an assessment of the emittance enhancing techniques reported in the

Fo

literature in improving the infrared radiative behavior of UHTC at elevated temperatures. Both

in this assessment.

ev

rR

(sintered/hot pressed) monolithic ceramic bodies and (plasma sprayed) coatings will be considered

Table 2. Radiative properties measured at high temperatures up to 1800ºC. Only the highest

iew

emittance and the corresponding temperature are reported for each sample.
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TaSi2
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ºC

et al. (51)
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4.1. Dielectric SiO2-rich borosilicate layer-induced emittance enhancement:

Fo

Borosilicate layer-induced enhancement is commonly found in emissivity studies of ZrB2-SiC-

rR

based composites. The SiO2-rich borosilicate layer formed as a result of the oxidation of ZrB2-SiC
can effectively improve the emittance of the surface in the high temperature range of 1100º -

ev

1200ºC . This temperature range depends on the testing atmosphere, microstructure of the

iew

specimen, as well as vapor pressure of O2, B2O3, and SiO2.
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On
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ev

rR

Fo
Figure 8: ZrB2-SiC oxidation reaction sequence according to the model proposed by Fahrenholtz

evaporation of SiO2 (stage #5).

iew

(53). Emittance starts to rise during borosilicate formation (stage #3) and drops after complete

On

Understanding the concept of ZrB2-SiC oxidation at high temperatures is essential in discussing
the radiative behavior influenced by the SiO2-rich layer. Figure 8 presents a schematic of the ZrB2-

ly

SiC oxidation reaction sequence based on Fahrenholtz's (53) oxidation model and other
experimental observations (54),(55),(56). The overall oxidation process is categorized into five
stages to facilitate this discussion. During the initial heating stage (stage #2), below ~1100ºC, ZrB2
reacts with O2 and produces a scale composed of ZrO2 and B2O3. B2O3 exists as a continuous liquid
layer wetting ZrO2 scales and prevents direct exposure of ZrB2 to air. Above ~1100ºC (stage #3),
B2O3 starts to evaporate and SiC starts to passively oxidize along with continuous oxidation of
ZrB2 from stage #2. The combined effect of B2O3 evaporation, SiC oxidation, and ZrB2 oxidation
leads to the formation of a protective SiO2-rich borosilicate glassy layer (57). The glassy
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borosilicate layer formed during stage #3 has been proved to be beneficial in improving the
emittance of ZrB2-SiC at 1100º - 1200ºC. Data reported in table 2 suggests that the (total
hemispherical or normal) emittance of ZrB2-SiC reaches a high value (ϵh or ϵθ┴ = 0.8 – 1) when
heated to ~1100º-1200ºC, depending on the concentration of SiC. Above 1200ºC (stage #4), the
peak emittance value caused by the borosilicate layer starts to drop slowly owing to the increased
volatilization of B2O3 and the formation of SiO2 glass. This SiO2 glassy surface still maintains a
high emittance value due to the higher intrinsic absorptive and emissive properties of SiO2. Over

Fo

1600ºC (stage #5), SiO2 evaporates off the surface, exposing the ZrO2 skeletons. The poor radiative
characteristics of ZrO2 cause a drastic decline in emittance values at higher temperatures (58),(59).

rR

The high intrinsic emissivity of SiO2 may explain the role of the glassy borosilicate layer in

ev

enhancing the emittance of ZrB2-SiC at high temperatures. Studies have shown that SiO2

iew

demonstrates a high spectral emissivity in the IR spectral range of ~6.7-10 µm at high temperature
(~580 - 1980ºC), owing to the strengthening of multiphonon vibrations and absorptions (60).

On

Amorphous SiO2 is a dielectric material with a dielectric coefficient of 4 (61). Dielectric materials
are high in absorption in the infrared spectrum because the phonon frequency of the lattice can be

ly

resonant with the incident thermal radiation. This high IR absorption ultimately results in improved
emissive performance at high temperatures ~1100 - 1300ºC. However, with increasing temperature
above ~1300ºC, the blackbody spectrum shifts to shorter wavelength regions, causing a reduction
in absorption of photons. Therefore, with lower absorption at temperatures above 1300ºC, the
emission becomes limited in dielectrics like SiO2 (62).
The borosilicate layer-induced improvement of emittance can be achieved by in situ layers
developed during the experiment or by a pre-oxidized glassy layer developed before the
experiment. The latter approach has proven to be more efficient.
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4.1.1 In situ borosilicate layer induced emittance enhancement:
As discussed, the formation of SiO2-rich glassy layer and enhancement in emittance usually occur
naturally in situ on ZrB2-SiC during testing in high temperature oxidizing environment. Scatteia
et al. (41) first reported the maximum total hemispherical emittance of hot isostatically pressed
ZrB2-15 vol% SiC as ϵh = 0.77 at 764ºC, and the emittance plateaued above ~765ºC. An in situ
glassy borosilicate layer was formed when tested at temperatures above ~700ºC in 200Pa air
pressure. The formation of the SiO2-rich layer was confirmed by changes in the extinction

Fo

coefficients and refraction indices of the specimen surface. The measured extinction coefficient

rR

and refraction index of the glassy layer closely resembled the values of SiO2. Specimens of similar
material were tested in a vacuum condition. The emittance observed in vacuum (ϵh = 0.61) was

ev

~16% lower than that observed in the 200Pa test condition. Moreover, the extinction coefficients

iew

and refraction indices of vacuum-tested specimens did not change after heat treatment, indicating
the absence of a SiO2-rich glassy layer. Scatteia et al. (42) conducted another study to investigate

On

the role of surface roughness in improving the emittance of ZrB2-SiC, and they concluded that
surface roughness had no significant contribution to the enhancement of emittance.

ly

Contrary to hot-pressed counterparts, plasma-sprayed ZrB2-20 vol% SiC performed differently in
terms of oxidation and radiation as observed by Tan et al.(48). The parabolic oxidation of ZrB2
started at ~600ºC, resulting in the formation of the ZrO2-B2O3 glassy scale, whereas SiC was
supposed to inhibit oxidation until ~1100ºC. This increased oxidation rate was attributed to the
incomplete incorporation of SiC into the coating. Nevertheless, glassy ZrO2-B2O3 was able to offer
protection until it reached 1200ºC when B2O3 began to evaporate. At this point, SiC started to
oxidize and generate a SiO2-ZrO2 glassy protective layer. The maximum hemispherical emittance
of this coating was recorded as ϵh = 0.90 at 600ºC. This high emittance value can be attributed to
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the presence of unoxidized SiC. SiC is known for its high total hemispherical emittance values (ϵh
= 0.81-0.84) in the temperature range of 500º - 1300ºC (46). The plasma-sprayed ZrB2-SiC sample
demonstrated its next high emittance value (ϵh = 0.80) at around ~1000º - 1200ºC, due to the
formation of the SiO2-abundant glassy layer. The emittance test in this study was performed up to
1200ºC using a calorimetric setup. In another study, Tan et al. (63) reported a lower emittance
value (ϵh = 0.69) for this coating at higher temperatures ~1500ºC owing to the complete
evaporation of the high emittance glass layer.

Fo

4.1.2 Pre-oxidized borosilicate layer induced emittance modification:

rR

Discovering the utility of the SiO2-rich borosilicate layer in enhancing emittance, researchers

ev

adopted pre-oxidation as a glass forming technique to apply the amorphous borosilicate layer on
the ZrB2-SiC composite. The primary concept behind pre-oxidation is to treat ZrB2-SiC in air at

iew

~1400º - 1500ºC with an objective to form a preferential SiO2-rich layer (resembling the
microstructure of stage #3 or stage #4 shown in Figure 8) and to retain that layer by cooling at a

On

controlled rate for successful liquid-glass transition.

ly

Li et al. (44) reported pre-oxidization of ZrB2-20 vol% SiC samples in two atmospheric conditions,
i.e., condition 1- 30 min hold, 1500ºC, static air; condition 2- 30 min hold, 1500ºC, 1000Pa in pure
O2. Samples oxidized in static air (condition 1) had a dark, glassy borosilicate layer with a smooth
and continuous surface. On the contrary, samples treated in pure O2 (condition 2) exhibited a ZrO2abundant porous, rough surface. The reason behind the formation of this porous ZrO2-abundant
surface, as noted by the authors (44), was the active oxidation of SiC associated with a low partial
pressure of O2. All oxidized samples were tested in a radiometric emissometer up to 900ºC.
Samples with SiO2-rich glassy layers (condition 1) were found to be 1.5 times more emissive than
those with ZrO2-abundant rough surfaces (condition 2). Although the radiative properties of the
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glassy layer were not studied at temperatures more than 900ºC, the results from this experiment
indicated the success of the pre-oxidation in air as a glass forming technique in designing and
engineering a high emittance SiO2-rich glass layer (44).
Other studies reported the radiative properties of pre-oxidized SiO2-rich glass layer at high
temperatures over 1000ºC. Meng et al. (64) measured the emittance of pre-oxidized hot pressed
ZrB2-20 vol% SiC-15 vol% C ceramics within a wavelength range of 3-18 µm and in the
temperature range of 1100º-1800ºC. The peak total normal emittance (ϵ┴ = 0.91) was reported at

Fo

1100ºC, and it decreased from 0.91 to 0.66 as the temperature increased from 1100ºC to 1800ºC.

rR

This declining trend in emittance with rising temperature agrees with the radiative properties of
dielectric oxide such as SiO2, as outlined in Section 4.1. At temperatures above 1300ºC, photon

ev

absorption in SiO2 weakens, leading to a decrease in thermal emission. A local peak (ϵ┴ = 0.78)

iew

was observed at 1600ºC. The authors (64) argued that the higher surface roughness caused by
SiO2-depleted ZrO2 scales contributed to this local enhancement at 1600ºC. Although this positive

On

correlation between emittance and surface roughness was inconsistent with the observation made
by Scatteia et al. (42), it should be noted that the chemical and physical properties of the rough

ly

surfaces from these two studies were significantly different. For instance, roughness on the
samples of Ref. (42) was introduced via machining prior to the emittance measurement test. On
the contrary, the roughness on the sample surfaces in Ref. (64) was caused by in situ porous ZrO2
scales, which was exposed after the evaporation of SiO2. By comparing these data, it can be
concluded that there is a possibility of short-term enhancement in emittance at ~1500º - 1600ºC
due to the increased surface roughness caused by the porous ZrO2 scale.
Laningham et al. (43) reported the radiative properties of pre-oxidized ZrB2 - 21.87 vol% SiC 7.82 vol% B4C samples in a narrow spectral range of 1-6 μm and in the temperature range of 1100º
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-1500ºC. Thin SiO2-rich borosilicate layers were formed on the surfaces as the samples were preoxidized in static air at 1500ºC for 1h. Consistent with previous studies, the maximum total normal
emittance of these pre-oxidized samples (ϵ┴ = 1.0) was recorded at 1100ºC, and it decreased with
temperature (to ϵ┴ = 0.8 at 1500ºC). The improved radiative performance of the samples in this
experiment was also caused by the in situ dielectric borosilicate layer, which was formed as a result
of pre-oxidation at 1500ºC.
In order to imitate a true hypersonic heating environment, Liu et al.(47) used a plasma wind tunnel

Fo

with 1MW capacity and measured in situ emittance of three SiC-based thermal protection

rR

materials, including Cf/SiC, SiCf/SiC, and ZrB2-20 vol% SiC, at a wide temperature range (800º 2300ºC). The authors observed that a temperature jump occurred during the testing of Cf/SiC and

ev

SiCf/SiC, affecting the radiative properties of these samples. Before the temperature jump, the

iew

emittance of Cf/SiC was ϵh = 0.84 - 0.88 in the temperature range 858º - 1502ºC, and then it
dropped to ϵh = 0.76 when heated up to 2172ºC. This drop in emittance was caused by the

On

microstructural transition of the oxide surfaces. Similar events of emittance evolution were
observed in the cases of SiCf/SiC and ZrB2-SiC; however, the effect of temperature on the ZrB2-

ly

SiC composite was even more pronounced. For ZrB2-SiC, the total emittance increased from ϵh =
0.73 to 0.98 in the temperature range 1000º - 1300ºC and maintained a high emittance (ϵh = 0.98)
up to a temperature 1500ºC. This high emittance value was attributed to the formation of a higher
percentage of SiO2-rich layers. However, the emittance declined from its peak to a lower value of
ϵh = 0.85 upon heating up to a high temperature of 1770ºC. This drop was attributed to evaporation
of the glass layer, coherent with observations from other studies discussed in this section.
The total emittance values reported by Laningham et al. (43) and Liu et al.(47) are higher than the
values reported by other authors for the ZrB2-SiC composite. This discrepancy in observation can
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be attributed to the difference in SiC concentrations used in ZrB2 composites and the difference in
spectral ranges chosen by the authors. Increased SiC most likely yielded a higher concentration
SiO2-rich layer contributing to higher emittance values. Regarding the difference in spectral range,
as most of these studies were radiometric, the total emittances were calculated by integrating
spectral emittances recorded over the IR range (equation 19). If the integration is performed on a
smaller range (1-5 µm), the calculated total emittance values tend to be higher. The total emittance
gets averaged down if a wider spectral range is chosen because radiation intensity from an emitter

Fo

decreases in the far-IR region according to Wien's displacement law.

rR

When comparing the emissive performance of the in situ borosilicate layer and the pre-oxidized
borosilicate layer, it is observed that the pre-oxidized borosilicate layer offers better performance

ev

in terms of absorption and emission. There are multiple factors that can explain the better emissive

iew

performance of the pre-oxidized layer. For instance, the pre-oxidized borosilicate layer offers
protection against oxidation by limiting O2 diffusion into the bulk as well as maintains a lower

On

surface temperature by radiating the heat with maximum capacity. Contrarily, the in situ
borosilicate layer can offer anti-oxidation and high-emittance benefits only after its formation

ly

during the actual application or test while subjected to active oxidation of SiC, formation of ZrO2,
and evaporation of B2O3 simultaneously. As a result, the in situ borosilicate layer exhibits less
stability than the pre-oxidized borosilicate layer during the test period.
4.2 Rare-earth oxide (REO) induced emittance modification:
Rare-earth oxides (REO) and rare-earth (RE) ions are known for their high intrinsic emissivity in
the IR spectral region at high temperatures (65),(66). Incorporating rare earth oxides or ions into
UHTC, mainly ZrB2-SiC, is a popular technique found in the literature to enhance emittance in the
range 1200º - 1600ºC. REOs are thermally stable at elevated temperatures because of their high
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melting points (~2200º - 2400ºC) and resistance toward oxidation (67), (68). Therefore,
incorporated REOs into UHTC remain intact during high temperature application and continue to
provide high emittance benefits.

rR

Fo
Figure 9: Oxygen vacancy in Sm2O3 atom introduces intermediate energy levels resulting in

ev

improved free-carrier transition, photon absorption and hence emission at high temperature.

iew

Adapted from (50)

As depicted in Figure 9, the oxygen vacancies introduced by Sm2O3 produce nonstoichiometric

On

point defects hence intermediate energy levels. These defects, along with the electronic
configuration of Sm3+, potentially improve the absorption efficiency, and intrinsic emissivity by

ly

localizing f-electronic states and increasing the transition of electrons (69),(70),(24),(50).
Tan et al. (48) first reported the total hemispherical emittance of Sm2O3 incorporated ZrB2-SiC.
The authors introduced Sm2O3 into ZrB2-SiC via dry mixing and chemical doping. The chemically
prepared Sm3+-doped-ZrB2-SiC turned out to be the best radiative coating with the highest total
hemispherical emittance (ϵh = 0.93 at 1200ºC). However, these samples were only tested up to
1200ºC. In a consequent study, Tan et al. (49) determined the optimum concentration of Sm2O3
dopant in maximizing the radiative performance up to 1600ºC. According to their observation, 5
mol% (~13 wt%) Sm2O3 -doped ZrB2-SiC coating demonstrated the highest total hemispherical
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emittance value of ϵh = 0.90 at 1600ºC. This coating also offered maximum radiative heat transfer
and maintained the lowest surface temperature during high heat flux ablation torch testing for 60s.
Adding Sm2O3 in excess of 5 mol% (~13 wt%) did not improve the emittance of ZrB2-SiC as the
extrinsic surface roughness induced by additional Sm2O3 compensated the intrinsic emissivity
advantage provided by Sm2O3.
Xu et al. (50) studied the radiative performance of Sm2O3-modified ZrB2-SiC coatings as a
protective system for C/C substrates using a radiometric apparatus upto 1000ºC. The objective was

Fo

to determine the high temperature IR radiative properties of coatings doped with different Sm3+

rR

concentrations and investigate these coatings' ablative performance. The authors noted that the
incorporation of 10 vol% (~15 wt%) Sm2O3 in ZrB2-27vol% SiC could optimally improve the

ev

coating density and enhance the infrared emissivity. Sm2O3 doping also strengthened the ablation

iew

resistance of ZrB2-SiC. The authors also argued that non-oxidized SiC present in the coating and
an optimal pore distribution potentially contributed to the improvement of emissivity. The pores

On

present in the coating performed as ideal blackbody absorbers as well as emitters. Nevertheless,
the inclusion of more than 10 vol% Sm2O3 reduced the SiC concentration and the porosity of the

ly

coating resulting in a pronounced drop in IR emittance values. Reducing SiC content to less than
20 vol% is also not desirable because it diminishes the oxidation resistance of the ZrB2-SiC
composite (71). The ablation test results showed that the surface temperature of ZrB2-27 vol% SiC
coating modified with 10vol% Sm2O3 was the lowest among other coatings indicating its enhanced
radiative performance in a high heat flux oxidizing environment. The suggestion made by Xu et
al. (50) regarding optimal Sm2O3 concentration was different than that of Tan et al. (50) even
though both studies adopted the ZrB2-SiC coating system for their experiments. Multiple factors
can explain this difference. Tan et al. (50) measured the total hemispherical emittance using a
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calorimetric method in a temperature range of 600º -1600ºC, and they made their suggestion based
on the holistic emissive performance of the coatings. 5 mol% (~13 wt%) Sm2O3 doped coatings
exhibited the highest total hemispherical emittance ϵh = 0.90 at 1600ºC while it also maintained a
high total hemispherical emittance (ϵh ~ 0.80) throughout the temperature range. On the contrary,
Xu et al.' s(50) suggestion of 10 vol% (~15 wt%) Sm2O3 as the optimal concentration was made
based on spectral emittance values acquired from a radiometric experiment conducted at a constant
temperature of 1000ºC. Moreover, the difference in substrate types and plasma spray technologies

Fo

must have contributed to the difference in microstructure, surface roughness, porosity, and
catalytic properties of the coatings. Nevertheless, both studies agreed that excess Sm2O3 content

rR

could offset the intrinsic emissivity benefit by increasing surface roughness and decreasing the

ev

optimum pore distribution and SiC concentration. Both studies reported the existence of a dense

iew

oxide scale on the coating surface as a result of the high heat flux ablation test. Tan et al. (63)
identified the scale as Sm2O3 stabilized cubic ZrO2, whereas Xu et al. (50) did not report the oxide
scale's phase or its constituents. Regardless, the lesson learned from the observations of both

On

studies is that the formation of in situ Sm2O3 stabilized ZrO2 scale can be beneficial in enhancing

ly

emittance depending on its density, microstructure, and intrinsic emissivity. Further investigation
can be undertaken to understand the radiative behavior of this in situ oxide scale on UHTC.
Liu et al. (72) studied the effect of rare-earth oxide doping in improving the emittance of HfO2,
considering HfO2 as an alternative to boride-based UHTC using radiometric emissometry. The
authors observed that the fluorite phases RE2Hf2O7 (RE = Tb, Gd, and Sm) demonstrated higher
infrared total emittance values (0.851-0.883) than pure HfO2 (0.621-0.659) at temperatures ranging
from to 1600ºC. The authors (72) did not clarify here whether they took the directional distribution
of the radiation into account when measuring the emittance values. It is understood that, at higher
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temperatures, the defective fluorite lattice structure facilitated a strong lattice vibration and
electronic transfer, promoting absorptions in the materials in the infrared band. Additionally, the
RE ions introduced localized intermediate energy levels that allowed the transition of electrons
between valence and conduction bands resulting in enhanced absorption. The authors (72) also
noted that some RE ions could migrate into interstitial sites of HfO2, which could lead to a large
degree of lattice distortion, increased phonon-photon radiation, and increased lattice absorption.
Tb4O7-HfO2 coating demonstrated relatively higher infrared emissivity than those of Gd2O3-HfO2

Fo

and Sm2O3-HfO2 owing to the increased vibrational frequency of the Tb-O bond and the
transformation of Tb ions in the lattice. All REO-HfO2 coatings in this study exhibited an excellent

rR

thermal shock resistance without any trace of delamination even after a 50h isothermal oxidation

ev

test at 1600ºC. However, the heat-up rate in this oxidation treatment was low, i.e., 10 ºC/min.

iew

Previous studies on the thermal shock resistance of cubic and fluorite ZrO2 indicate that ordered
structures are more prone to brittle fracture under rapid temperature changes (73). So, the question
remains: How would these HfO2 coatings perform in an aggressive rapid heating ablation test

On

simulating a realistic hypersonic heating environment?

ly

In a recent study, Zeng et al. (74) demonstrated that co-doping of RE ions (Ca/Tb) could improve
the emittance of HfO2 coating in the infrared spectrum (0.75-15 µm). Among other
stoichiometries, 2 wt% Ca/Tb co-doped HfO2 coatings exhibited the highest total infrared
emittance (0.82 in 0.75-6.5µm, which was 33% higher than that of pure HfO2 and 0.902 in 6.5-15
µm waveband which was 4 % higher than that of pure HfO2) making it a good candidate of thermal
radiation coating. Investigators of this experiment noticed that co-doping of Ca and Tb ions
reduced the band gap of HfO2 from 5.27 eV to 3.58 ~ 3.97 eV by introducing intermediate levels
into the forbidden band of HfO2. These intermediate levels lowered the energy requirement
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between the valence band and the conduction band, promoting photon absorption and hence
emission. Authors (74) did not mention if the emissivity was measured at a normal direction or as
a function of directions. Nonetheless, these are primary room temperature results, and the radiative
performance of these suggested RE ion co-doped infrared coatings is yet to be tested at elevated
temperatures.
Although it has not been confirmed by any study, it can be hypothesized that REO can provide a
high emittance advantage at a much higher temperatures above 1800ºC based on the phase

Fo

boundaries of REO-ZrO2 solid solutions. The results obtained from ablation tests provide insight

rR

into the high temperature performance of REO-modified coatings. During ablation tests of Sm2O3
doped ZrB2-SiC coatings, the formation of an in situ dense cubic ZrO2 scale stabilized by Sm2O3

ev

was observed (63),(75),(76). As mentioned earlier, this in situ Sm2O3-ZrO2 scale might be

iew

beneficial in enhancing the radiative characteristics of UHTC materials as this scale helped lower
the surface temperature of the samples during ablation testing. In addition, this scale survives

On

possibly up to any temperature between 2200ºC and 2600ºC before it transforms into liquid as
determined by the phase boundaries of Sm2O3-ZrO2 solid solution (77). Oxidation-based

ly

investigations have demonstrated that rare-earth oxides could increase the viscosity of borosilicate
glassy layer (78),(79),(71). According to Stokes-Einstein relationship, the oxygen diffusion is
inversely related to the viscosity of the amorphous oxide layer. Therefore, a viscous glassy layer
can effectively decrease the inward diffusion of oxygen and enhance the oxidation resistance at
~1400º - 1500ºC (71). However, at temperatures above ~1700ºC, the effect of REO in improving
oxidation resistance has not yet been thoroughly studied (71). Although RE ions can enhance the
emittance of semiconductor material at high temperature by increasing both free-carrier
absorption, and lattice absorption (see Sub-section 4.5) (80), further experimentations are
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necessary to evaluate the oxidation and radiative performance of a rare earth-doped SiO2/ZrO2
scale a higher temperature such as 2200ºC.
4.3 Microstructure induced emittance modification:
It is not always doping that influences the radiative properties of ZrB2-SiC. Wang et al. (81) noted
that the shape of SiC phase can influence the emittance of ZrB2-SiC extrinsically. The authors (81)
compared the radiative performance of spherical SiC-particles and longitudinal SiC-whiskers used
as a secondary phase in ZrB2- 20 vol% SiC composite microstructure up to 1600ºC. The samples

Fo

in this experiment were pre-oxidized in static air at 1300ºC.

iew

ev

rR
ly

On
Figure 10: Schematic of ZrB2 microstructures reinforced by (a) SiC-particles and (b) SiCwhiskers. SiC-whiskers are more subject to incident waves because of their lower surface
area/volume ratio. Adapted from (81).
As shown in Figure 10, the low surface area to volume ratio of whisker geometry allowed increased
scattering and propagation of incident waves in multiple directions. As a result, whisker-modified
microstructures enabled increased absorption as well as enhanced thermal radiation. The authors
(81) also noted that the pre-oxidation had a different impact on both whisker and particle-modified
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samples. The surfaces of whisker-modified samples were covered with a SiO2-rich glassy layer,
which potentially contributed to higher emittance owing to the dielectric nature and high intrinsic
emissivity of SiO2 (see Sub-section 4.1). On the contrary, the surfaces of particle-modified samples
were comprised of high concentrations of columnar ZrO2 embedded in SiO2 glass. Wang et al.
(81) argued that the columnar feature of ZrO2 scales further weakened the radiative performance
of the particle-modified samples.
Moreover, SiC-whiskers acted as mechanical tougheners strengthening the major ZrB2 phase and

Fo

retaining SiO2 glass at high temperatures contributing to the overall improvement of emittance, as

rR

reported in another independent study by Silvestroni et al. (82). Nevertheless, SiC-whiskerinduced enhancement is limited to a temperature of 1650ºC because SiC-whiskers in ZrB2 matrix

ev

are subject to shape deformation at 1650ºC (82). However, as opposed to whiskers, SiC-short

iew

fibers are not sensitive to high temperature in that manner and can be pursued as an alternative
potential emittance enhancement technique.

On

4.4 Sintering additive induced enhancement:

ly

Sintering additives for UHTC materials such as Si3N4 can be effective in improving the intrinsic
emissive performance of sintered ceramics bodies. This improvement in emissive performance can
be attributed to the high emissivity of Si3N4 at elevated temperatures (83). Balat-Pichelin et al.
(52) studied the influence of two different sintering additives (Si3N4 and ZrSi2) in modifying
radiative properties as well as the catalytic properties of ZrB2- 15vol%SiCfiber up to 1527ºC. The
researchers (52) found that the sintered samples with Si3N4 as an additive exhibited higher total
hemispherical emittances (ϵh = 0.75 - 0.90) all along the temperature range (927º - 1427ºC). A
higher concentration of SiO2 was observed in the microstructure of Si3N4 modified samples. The
benefit of SiC's longitudinal geometry over its spherical geometry in enhancing emittance has
41
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been previously discussed (see Sub-section 4.3). It is therefore understood that the high emissivity
of Si3N4, the longitudinal geometry of SiC-fiber, and the higher concentration of SiO2 altogether
potentially contributed to the enhancement of emittance. Contrary to this, the ZrB2-SiC samples
sintered with ZrSi2 additive demonstrated a lower and constant total emittance (ϵh = 0.65) at all
temperatures owing to its distinct porous microstructure. Nevertheless, sintering additive induced
enhancement seems to be only useful for sintered monolithic components.
4.5 SiC induced emittance enhancement:

Fo

SiC is a popular high temperature ceramics because of its high temperature strength, corrosion and

rR

creep resistance, low density, enhanced thermal shock resistance, and high strength (84). In

ev

hypersonic application, SiC is used as SiC/SiC, SiC/C, or as a secondary phase of UHTC/SiC.
Incorporating SiC into UHTC as a secondary phase can improve not only oxidation resistance and

iew

mechanical strength but also the thermal radiation characteristics owing to the high intrinsic
emissivity of SiC (85).

On

SiC is a semiconductor material both at room temperature and at high temperatures (86). In

ly

semiconductors, the total absorption of electromagnetic waves is comprised of inter-band
absorption, free-carrier absorption, and lattice absorption (80). Inter-band absorption in a
semiconductor is dictated by its bandgap, free-carrier absorption is determined by the transition of
carriers (such as electrons and holes) between filled and unoccupied states, and lattice absorption
is the combined result of rotation and vibrations of atoms and molecules. In SiC, a high absorption
is observed due to its free carrier absorption mechanism in the 1-5µm band at elevated
temperatures resulting in high intrinsic emissivity in the near-IR region (10), (87).
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Zhang et al. (88) reported the IR spectral emittance of C/SiC composites in the wavelength range
of 3-20 µm and the temperature range from 727º - 1727ºC. With increasing temperature, the total
emittance (calculated from measured spectral emittances) decreased from ϵh = 0.80 to 0.70 due to
potential variation in absorption performance of SiC.
Padovano et al. (46) prepared a novel ceramic laminate with a composition of 100 vol% SiC/80
vol% ZrB2-20 vol% SiC and measured the total emittance of this laminate in the temperature
range 527º - 1527ºC. The authors observed that the emittance of SiC/ZrB2-SiC composite

Fo

increased as a function of temperature up to a maximum value of ϵh = 0.88 (at 1000ºC), then it

rR

plateaued. They also reported the emittance of SiC laminates as a nearly constant value (ϵh = 0.85)
across the temperature range up to 1527ºC. Therefore, high concentrations of unoxidized SiC

ev

contributed to the improved emittance of SiC/ZrB2-SiC laminates at high temperatures.

iew

In both studies, the tests were carried out in vacuum or inert conditions hence not accounting for
the oxidation. Oxidation is a natural chemical process that is inevitable in high-temperature

On

hypersonic applications. Therefore, to understand the usefulness of SiC induced modification in
enhancing the radiative performance of UHTC, these experiments need to be performed in

ly

simulated oxidizing environments.
4.6 Disilicide induced emittance modification:

In an attempt to improve the oxidation resistance of diboride-based UHTCs Pellegrini et al. (51)
replaced SiC with TaSi2 when sintering ZrB2, and HfB2. The authors reported that TaSi2 provided
sufficient protection against oxidation upto ~1900ºC, which is 200ºC beyond the capability of SiC.
This improved oxidation inhibition was caused by the formation of a stable ZrO2-Ta2O3 or HfO2Ta2O3 microstructure as proposed by the authors (51). The total normal emittance values of pre-
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oxidized HfB2-20 vol% TaSi2 and ZrB2-20 vol% TaSi2 were measured to be ϵ┴ = 0.90 and ϵ┴ =
0.80, respectively. The authors (51) did not provide a reason for the observed high emittance
values. However, the increased rate of TaSi2 vaporization at elevated temperatures over ~1727ºC
made TaSi2-reinforced diboride composites impractical for hypersonic reentry applications.
4.7 The total emittance as a function of temperature:
Fisenko and Lemberg (89) investigated the temperature dependence of the generalized Wien
displacement law and the normal total emittance. Summarizing most of the experimental results,

Fo

they estimated that the total normal emittance of ZrB2-SiC would be the following function of the

rR

temperature (T in Kelvin unit),

(24)

iew

for wavelength = 4.03 µm to 18 µm

ev

𝜖 ⊥ (𝑇) = 22.92464 − (3.88345 × 10−2 )𝑇 + (2.25517 × 10−5 )𝑇 2 − (4.34928 × 10−9 )𝑇 3

If the emissivity can be determined accurately, it would be possible to calculate the true

On

temperature by solving the equation above. In this study, it was observed that the uncertainty in
determining the true temperature of ZrB2-SiC was below 1%.

ly

Zhang et al. (88) reported total emittance of C/SiC as a function of temperature (T in Kelvin unit)
by the following polynomial,
𝜖(𝑇) = 0.727 + (1.548 × 10−4 )𝑇 − (8.554 × 10−8 )𝑇 2

(25)

These equations aid in the rapid estimation of the emissivity values of corresponding ceramic
materials when designing high emissivity refractory ceramics.
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4.8 Emittance of Carbide-based UHTC
The discussion on carbide-based UHTC is kept out of the scope of this review because carbides
demonstrated poor emissive performance compared with diboride-based UHTC, as established by
Fisenko and Lemberg (90). While investigating the temperature dependence of total normal
emittances of stoichiometric HfC, TiC, and ZrC, the authors (90) argued that the radiative
characteristics of ZrB2-SiC should be studied more than that of carbides as carbides overall have
lower intrinsic emissivity ϵ = 0.40 - 0.55. In addition to poor emissive performance, ZrC does not

Fo

perform well in inhibiting oxidation in an aerobic atmosphere (71). The oxidation mechanism of

rR

carbide-based composites also differs significantly from that of boride-based composites, making
oxidation induced in situ extrinsic enhancement in emittance less likely (91).

ev

5 Summary and future directions:

iew

The concept of thermal radiation behavior in ceramics is critical in designing a sustainable thermal
protection system for hypersonic applications. In this review, readers are presented with the

On

necessary definitions to understand thermal radiation and emittance, the methods to measure

ly

emittance of opaque ceramics at high temperatures, and a comprehensive analysis of emittance
measurement experiments performed on UHTC materials keeping ZrB2-SiC at the focus.
ZrB2-SiC composites, either sintered or plasma sprayed, have proven to be suitable materials for
hypersonic leading edge thermal protection systems because of their high thermal conductivity,
mechanical and chemical stability at high temperatures as well as resistance towards thermal
shock, oxidation, and ablation. The high thermal conductivity of ZrB2-SiC offers effective heat
dissipation from stagnation point and hotspots of a sharp leading edge during the re-entry phase.
In addition, a high emittance is beneficial in radiating the heat away from the surface back to the
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atmosphere. Researchers used both radiometric and calorimetric methods to quantify the radiative
performance of UHTC in terms of emittance. However, most of these tests were conducted below
~1800ºC. The high heat flux ablation tests could provide an insight into radiative behavior at higher
temperatures than 1800ºC, even though it is not so much of a precise prediction. In addition, there
is no universally accepted standard method available yet for high temperature radiometric
measurement. Further research is needed to design an in situ standardized, precision emissometer
so that the emittance can be measured in real-time, along with oxidation testing at temperatures

Fo

over 1800ºC. The knowledge of emittance values of UHTC at temperatures over 1800ºC will help
scientists to innovate technologies to push the upper limit of the operating temperature of

rR

hypersonic thermal protection system materials.

ev

A number of intrinsic and extrinsic techniques have been proposed to enhance the emittance of

iew

ZrB2-SiC, such as borosilicate layer induced enhancement, rare earth oxide induced enhancement,
microstructure-induced enhancement, and sintering-additive induced enhancement. The in situ

On

amorphous borosilicate layer formed due to oxidation improves the emissivity in the range 1100º
- 1200ºC. The rare earth oxide induced modification or microstructure induced modification can

ly

further improve the emissivity up to 1600ºC. To push this temperature limit higher and thus
maintain a high emissivity at temperatures above 1600ºC, researchers may consider combining
these techniques and developing a thin in situ glassy layer reinforced by SiC-fibers and doped with
rare earth ions. Suitable dopants can be added as network modifier to B2O3-SiO2 glass network to
tailor optical absorption properties of the in situ borosilicate amorphous layer.
Glass-ceramics are stable at much higher temperatures based on the miscibility of SiO2 in ceramic
matrix. The UHTC oxidation experts have proposed the concept of developing multi-component
glass ceramics comprised of refractory oxide skeletons embedded in an amorphous component as
46
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oxidation resistant layer (78). Further oxidation-based experiments proved that rare earth oxide
incorporation could be advantageous in improving oxidation resistance by increasing the viscosity
of the borosilicate layer and decreasing the oxygen diffusion coefficient (92),(71). In addition to
oxidation inhibition, rare earth oxides contribute as emissivity modifiers and are able to impart
physical and chemical stability to the in situ oxide layer at elevated temperatures in the ~2200º 2600ºC range. Considering the benefits of rare earth oxides in inhibiting oxidation and enhancing
emissivity of ultra-high temperature ceramics, further research is recommended to investigate the

Fo

radiative and oxidation performance of rare earth oxide incorporated in situ glass-ceramic oxide
layer. The use of SiC fibers as the secondary phase of boride-based refractory composites can also

rR

be considered, as the longitudinal geometry of the fibers potentially help improve emittance by

ev

promoting scattering and absorption of electromagnetic waves.

iew
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